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We develop a realization theory for matrices over Q, which is in analogy with 
state space results in linear systems theory. We prove an isomorphism theorem for 
minimal realizations and give rank conditions for minimality. ( 1987 Academic Press. 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Important questions in mathematical systems theory are related to the 
topic of realizing a given transfer matrix by a linear system [9, 10, 21. The 
problem, in terms of matrix theory, is the following: 
Let a matrix WE F x ‘(z) of rational functions over a field F be given. 
Express W in the form 
W= VG-‘U+D (1.1) 
with polynomial matrices GEF”““[z], UEF”~‘[I’], VEF~“[Z] and 
DE F” ‘[z]. A representation (1.1) is called a realization of W, it is 
irreducible if the matrices G and U are left coprime and if G and V are right 
coprime. In the case 
W(z)=C(zZ-A)-‘B+D(z) (1.2) 
where A, B and C are constant matrices one has a state space realization of 
W. It is easy to show that a matrix WE F’ x ‘(2) admits a representation 
(1.1): 
If d is the least common denominator of all elements of W then dW is a 
polynomial matrix and 
W = d W(dZ,) -- ’ I, + 0. (1.3) 
Clearly, in general (1.3) is not irreducible. It is also true, but less obvious 
that W can be realized in the form (1.2). A state space realization (1.2) 
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where A is in Jordan normal form displays the pole structure of W, it can 
be viewed as the matrix analogoue to a partial fraction expansion of a 
rational function. 
The concept of realization can be extended from matrices over F(Z) to 
matrices over a field K= Q(R) where K is the quotient field of a principal 
ideal domain R. A theory of irreducible realizations for such matrices has 
been developed in [3,4]. If W is a matrix over K, the argument which 
leads to ( 1.3) is still valid, thus one can write W in the form (1.1) such that 
G, U, V, and D are matrices over R. But in this general setting at first sight 
a concept of state space (or rather state module) realization does not seem 
to make sense. We shall see, however (and this is the purpose of our 
article), that in the case K = Q one can define state module realizations in a 
meaningful way, i.e., one can decompose matrices of rational numbers in a 
form which is analogous to (1.2). In our investigation we will use p-adic 
expansions of rational numbers. We will prove an isomorphism result for 
minimal realizations. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
Let p be a prime. Assume w  E &p has the p-adic expansion 
M’=r Np -N +... +“-,p ~‘+clo+M,p+ ..., o<c$<p. 
We call 
(2.1) 
the principal part of w  at p. The following summation formula holds (see, 
e.g., [6, p. 3141). 
LEMMA 2.1. Any rational number w has a unique decomposition as 
w = 1 h,(w) + m, m E Z, 
bchere the summation is over all prime divisors of the denominator of w. 
For M’ E Q given by (2.2) we define 
nw := 1 h,(w). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The preceding definitions (2.1) and (2.3) will be extended component-wise 
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to vectors and matrices of rational numbers. The numbers in rcQ form a 
group under the addition 
a+b:=7T(a+b), U,bEdl!, 
and rcQ g Q/Z. 
For an integer matrix M= (m,!) we shall write 
OdM<p 
if all entries rnli are bounded by 0 6 m,j < p. 
With the next definition we have an integer analogue of a state space 
realization (1.2), it extends the decomposition (2.2) to matrices. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let WE Q” x ’ be given and let P - N, C, B and D be 
integer matrices of size m x m, s x m, m x t, and s x t, respectively. We call 
W=C(P-N)-‘B+D (2.4) 
a state group realization of W, if 
P-N=diag(p,Z-N ,,..., pkZ-N,), 
c = (C, )... c/o, BT = (B;,..., B:) 
(2Sa) 
(2Sb) 
such that the matrices in (2.5) are partitioned correspondingly and N, is 
nilpotent and 0 < M < pi for M = N;, Ci, B,, i = l,..., k. The size m of P - N 
is called the straight dimension of (2.4). 
Our terminology refers to the concept of straight bases (see [ 11) which 
will be used in a subsequent paper. 
THEOREM 2.3. Any matrix WE Q” x ’ admits a state group realization. 
Proof. We write W according to Lemma 2.1 as 
W= i h,(W)+D, DEZ”X’ 
,=I 
such that 
h,(W)= 2 FivP;“, O<Fi,<p,. 
v=l 
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Put C, = (F,, ,..., FiN,). BT = (I,, 0 ,..., OjT, and 
Then h,( W} = Ci(pil- N,))‘B, and (2.4) holds. 1 
A state group realization (2.4) of W is by no means unique. As a trivial 
sum we have 
DEFINITION 2.4. We call a realization of WE Cl!” xf minimal, if it is a 
state group realization with minimal straight dimension. 
Several problems arise: (1) What are the conditions for the matrices 
P - N, B and C that a realization (2.4) of W is minimal? (2) How are 
minimal realizations of W related to each other? The invariant factors of 
P - N turn out to be the same for all minimal realizations of W. (3) Can 
they be determined directly from W without actually calculating a minimal 
realization? These are the problems which we will study in our paper. 
Let us first review the corresponding results on matrices of rational 
functions. Question (1) leads to rank conditions. 
THEOREM 2.5 (see, e.g., [2, 71). Let 
W(z)=C(zl-A)-‘B+D(z) 
be a state space realization of WE F’” ‘(z) with A E F”“. The realization is 
minimal, if and only if 
rank(B, AB,..., A”-‘B)=n 
rank 
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or (in the case where F is algebraically closed) if and only ij 
rank(il- A, B) = n 
for each eigenvalue A of A. 
The answer to the second question is Kalman’s state space isomorphism 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6 [lo]. Let 
W(z) = C,(zZ- A;) ‘Bi + D(z), i= 1, 2, 
be two minimal realizations of WE F”“‘(z). Then there exists a unique non- 
singular matrix T such that 
A2=Tp’A,T, B, = T-‘B,, Cl = C, T. 
We will show that for matrices of rational numbers there are counter- 
parts to the preceding two theorems. For (3) we will apply results of Cop- 
pel [3,4], which involve minors of Wand least common multiples of their 
denominators to describe the structure of P- N. 
3. LEMMAS ON REALIZATIONS 
As we pointed out before, realizations have been studied over K= Q(R) 
where K is the quotient field of a principal ideal domain. In this section we 
put those facts together which we will need from that general theory. For 
K= F(z) the results can be found in [S], for the general case we refer to 
c41. 
Notation. In the following W shall be an matrix in K” x’ and M, U, V 
shall be matrices over R of size m x m, m x t, s x m respectively, and det 
M#O. A matrix TE R”“” . IS called invertible, if T is nonsingular such that 
T-’ E R”““. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The pair (M, U) is called left coprime if each common 
left divisor TE R”“” of M and U is invertible. Similarly the pair (y) is 
called right coprime if each common right divisor of M and V is invertible. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A realization 
W= VM-‘lJ+ D, DE R”“‘, (3.1) 
of W is called irreducible if (M, U) is left coprime and (7) is right coprime. 
We indicate a procedure which yields an irreducible realization of W. 
Write W as 
0, F= diag(s,l+, ,..., Ok,), (3.2) 
where 0~ R’“’ and BE R”“,’ are invertible, and E,, Il/i~ R satisfy 
cl IE& ... IE, and $,I$,. 1 ... 1 II/, . We partition 0 and v according to (i X), 
fj= u 
( ) u, ’ 
8= (V, V,) 
and put I/ := V, diag(e, ,..., 6,). Then 
W= V[diag($,,..., $,)I-‘U+ D (3.3) 
is irreducible. The matrix 
in (3.2) is the Smith-MacMillan form of W. 
The R-module 
V, := Rm/MRm 
which is associated to the realization (3.1) is called the state module of 
(3.1). Let 7~~: R”+ V, and n: K--P K/R be the canonical projections. We 
write 
r, = rz (mod M) 
if 7cMr, =xMr2 for r,, r2ERm, or equivalently if rz = r, + My, y E R”. We 
extend the map x component-wise to vectors and matrices over K. 
The following proposition describes R-module homomorphisms 
involving V,. 
LEMMA 3.3 [S, 41. (a) Let fi E Rk xk be nonsingular. If f: V, -+ Viii is a 
homomorphism, then there exist matrices FE Rkxm, F:E R”” k such that 
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and f is given by 
The map f is injective if and only if the pair ($!) is right coprime and f is sur- 
jective if and only if the pair (ii?i, F) is left coprime. 
(b) For a homomorphism g: V, + nK’ there exists a matrix HE R” X n’ 
such that 
gv = xHM- +I, VE v,. 
The map g is injective tf and only if the pair (E) is right coprime. 
(c) For any homomorphism h: R’ + V, there exists a matrix U E R”” ’ 
such that 
hi = n,t., Vi, [ E R’. 
The map h is surjective if and only) if the pair (M, U) is left coprime. 
The isomorphism theorem below will play a key role in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.4 [S, 43. Let W = VM - ‘U + D be an irreducible realization of 
W. The realization W = PI@ ~ ’ 8 + B is irreducible if and only tf there exists 
an R-module isomorphism f: V, -+ VA such that the following diagram com- 
mutes 
The isomorphism f is unique. 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that the invariant factors of the matrix M in 
an irreducible realization W= VM-‘U + D are completely determined by 
W. They can be calculated from the determinantal denominators of W. 
DEFINITION 3.5 [3]. For a given matrix WE K”” ’ let qk( W) be a least 
common denominator of all minors of W of order at most k. The elements 
qk( W), k = 1, 2,..., are called the determinantal denominators of W. 
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THEOREM 3.6 [3]. Let W he factored as in (3.3). Then 
(Pk(w=$l...$k 
,for k = l,..., r. 
4. RESULTS 
We return to matrices over K = Q. Let 
W= VG ‘U+D, GEZnxn, 
(3.4) 
(4.1) 
be a realization of WE UP ’ ‘. We associate to (4.1) the state group 
V, := Z”jGZ”. 
It is known that the abelian group V, is of order 1 det GI, its structure is 
determined by the invariant factors of G (see, e.g., [8]). If det 
G= +pl” ...py then we call 
m := C m, 
i=l 
the straight dimension of V,. Let V, have the primary decomposition 
v,= V,(P,)O ... 0 V&k) 
such that VJp,) is its pi-component. Define S to be the endomorphism of 
V, whose kernel is the socle of V,. For u E V, with u = 1 ui, USE V,(p,), 
we have 
sv = 1 pivi. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf V,- N is associated to a state group realization 
W=C(P-N)-‘B+D (4.2) 
then 
for vE V,-,. 
(4.3) 
Proof: From the definition of S follows Su = rcPPN Pu. Clearly 
7cppN(P- N) v=O. i 
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The next observation leads to minimal realizations. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (4.2) be an irreducible realization of WE Qsx’ Then the 
realization 
WE F&‘.gi+fi (4.4) 
is irreducible if and only if 
str. dim V, = str. dim Ve. (4.5) 
Proof: If (4.2) and (4.4) are both irreducible realizations then it follows 
from Lemma 3.4 that their state groups are isomorphic and we have (4.5). 
Suppose now that (4.4) is reducible. Then there are matrices R and T in 
z nxn such that ldet TI > 1 or ldet RI > I and G= RC?T, U= C?T, V= RF 
and W= V& ’ 0 + D is irreducible. As det G is a proper divisor of det G 
we obtain the inequality 
str.dim V, = str.dim Vi- < str.dim V,. 1 
If WE Cl!“” is factored as in (3.3) 
W= V[diag($,,..., $,)I -‘U (3.3) 
with 
&jpy, m,, > 0, 
,=I 
then 
rn=i %rnpi (4.6) 
p=l r=l 
is the straight dimension of each irreducible realization of W. We have to 
show that there exists a state group realization of W of straight dimen- 
sion m. 
We adapt the construction in [9] from K= F(z) to our case K= Cl. Let 
uCP) and ~6~)~ denote the pth column of V and the pth row of U in (3.3). 
Suppose $; 1 has the partial fraction expansion 
$pl= 2 %+d,, 
;=,P”p 
O<ap,<py, d, E Z. 
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Then 
w=i 5 VIP) apl @)T+ & dEiYX’. ,>=I ,=I pp 
We focus on 
HPi = “(P) api u(P)T 
p7p 
and drop the indices p and i. If vu E Z” and u E 22 have the p-adic expan- 
sions 
and 
vu= f v,pv, 
,c = 0 
24 = f u,p’:, 
4, = 0 
Odv,<p, 
06u;.<p, 
Put c= (v, , ,..., vo), BT=(uo ,..., u,,~,), and N=(6+,), then 
H=C(pZ-N)-‘B+K 
is a state group realization. The sum 
W=c H,,+(xK,,,+b) 
yields the desired result. 
We are going to characterize minimal realizations in terms of rank con- 
ditions. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let HE Z” x * be given and let X and Y be in Z” x y 
and Z’““, respectively. We write 
column rank X= m (mod H) 
if for each VE H” there exists a YE P such that v = Xq(mod H), i.e., 
u = Xy + Hz for some z E Z”. We define 
row rank Y (mod H) := column rank Y’ (mod HT). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let W = C(P - N)- ‘B + D be a state group realization of 
WE QSXf of straight dimension m, i.e., P-NE Zmxm. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) The realization is irreducible, i.e., 
the pair (P- N, B) is left coprime 
and the pair ( ‘cN) is right coprime. 
(b) The realization is minimal. 
(c) column rank (N, B) = m (mod P) 
and 
row rank (F) = m (mod P). 





= m (mod P). 
Proof We have shown before that there exists a state group realization 
of W whose straight dimension m has the smallest possible value, namely m 
given by (4.6). Hence it follows from Lemma 4.2 that (a) and (b) are 
equivalent. 
It suffices to prove that the conditions (u), (/I), and (y) are equivalent. 
Let P-N be given as in (2.5). We observe that (~1) holds if and only if all 
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Let the integer matrices R and S be suitably partitioned as 
R=(ii, :r) and S=(S,,S,). 




0 pzI-Nz Bz 
has invariant factors different from k 1, and let pz divide all minors of 
maximal size of K, then pz must be a divisor of all mz x m, minors of 
(p21- N,, Bz). Hence pr I- N, and B, are not left coprime. 
(fi) + (a) Suppose the pair (P - N, B) is not left coprime. Then for some 
i = 2 the matrices pzI- N, and B, are not left coprime. We will show that 
column rank (N,, B,) cm, (modp,Z). Let us drop the index ~1. By 
assumption we then have a pair (PI- N, B) for which there exist two inver- 
tible matrices Q, and Qz such that Q;‘(pI- N, B) Ql= (F 0). where 
F = diag( PI,... ) E L”’ ’ nz, .P 3 1. Hence 
(mod PI). 
If y, E Z”” denotes the first column of Q,, then q, & (NB)x for all XE Z”“‘. 
Hence (NB) does not have maximal column rank (mod PI). 
(x) * (II) If (CX) holds then there exists an invertible matrix V, of the 
form 
Put U:= V’. From V”U/“=Iand N”‘=O follows 
V’” U” = 
N m -‘BH,,m, + ... +NBH,+BHo-PM . 
.> 
I 0 
=o I’ ( > 
(y) + (j?) As above we use the fact that (y) is equivalent to 
N” ‘BHm- I + ... +NBH,+BH,=I+PM 
for suitable matrices H,n , ,..., H, and M. Hence NI? + BH, = I+ PM 
which yields (fl). 1 
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Theorem 3.6 allows us to describe the invariant factors of P-N. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let W = C( P - N) ~ ‘B + D be a minimal realization of 
WE@~’ of straight dimension m, let tii, i= l,..., m, I,+,,, 1 ..‘1//?) $,, be the 
invariant factors of P - N and let qk( W), k = 1, 2,..., be the determinantal 
denominators of W. Then (3.4) (i.e., 
holds for k = l,..., m. 
(PA w  = ‘I 1 . ‘. tik) 
The next result describes the relation between minimal realizations of W. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let W=C(P-N))‘B+D and W=c(P-&‘B+b 
be two irreducible state group realizations of straight dimension m. Then 




and which satisfy 
KKrI (mod P-N), RK-I (modp-fi), 
(RR)‘= I (mod(P- N)T), (Rj?)‘=Z (mod(p-fl)T). 
The matrices of the two minimal realizations are linked by 
PZKPK=&rKNK (mod%fl), 
BZKB (mod p - R). 
2;‘~ (Ci?)’ (mod(P-R)T). 
Furthermore 
rc(p-&‘=xR(P-N))‘K. 
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wheref is a suitable isomorphism. According to Lemma 3.3(a) the map f is 
of the form 
fv=q.&, VE 1/p-, 
with REZ”‘~~ such that (4.7a) holds for some R E Z” xm. For the inverse 
f’-’ we have 
f -‘iT=n,p,K& 6~ VP-,+-, 
and (4.7b) for some K,~EZ”‘~~. From f ~‘of=id follows Ki?= 
Z(mod P-N) and similar arguments yield the other congruences in (4.8). 
From Sf=fS, (4.3) and (4.8a) we deduce (4.9). 
The left-hand side of the diagram yields 
which implies (4.10). On the other side of the diagram we have 
71Zi(P-~)~‘L?=7tC(P-N)~‘n,~,Kv, i?E vp-fi. 
Hence 2’(p-&‘=C(P-N)p’K+H for some HEZ~~~. Therefore 
c = Ci? + H(P - fi) which is (4.11). If we multiply 
(P-N)-‘K=ji(bRi)~ ’ 
from the left by R and take (4.7b) into account we get (4.12). 1 
In a subsequent paper we will establish a duality between V, ,., and 
VW-IV,’ and show that the matrix i? in (4.7b) corresponds to an 
isomorphism g: V,,- N,, + Vcpm~,f which is dual tof’ ‘. 
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